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E D I T O R ’ S  G U I D E  T O

Vacation
Ready



It’s important to know the climate of the
place you are traveling to. pack

accordingly! If you play on going
somewhere tropical pack swimsuits, light
weight clothing, sandals,  sunscreen, and

accessories.

What to wear



READ MORE

Vacation is for breathable shoes that are
comfortable to walk in and very stylish!

Nalebe offers shoes in a hand woven raffia
material that is comfortable and light

weight, if the sun is shining you won’t burn
while wearing them! 



a variety for any
vacation

Summer sandals are an essential in every woman’s wardrobe, and
Nalebe features a range of looks for casual and formal events alike. For

lounging poolside, we have a wide variety of effortless slides. For
daytime adventures, choose from on-trend summer mules, fashion-
forward platform sandals and more. Wherever the season takes you,
there’s a perfect pair of women’s summer sandals waiting for you.  



Vacation Essentials

CUSTOM CRYSTAL BUCKLE BREATHABLE MESH EASY TO WALK IN SLIDE





Vacation Checklist

CLOTHING

TOILETRIES

MEDICATION

ESSENTIALS

DOCUMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT



The kitten heel mule is a very popular style now for
woman especially those going on vacation. With the

open toe and easy to slide on feature, this style is
ideal when it’s a tropical vacation. 

Editor’s Pick
Nalebe chose to create a 50mm heel height mule

that is a very small heel to provide comfort.
With the block heel, it will be easy to do many

activites while wearing these shoes. 

Nalebe’s Approach



Made to order

Made to order is a great option to create your ideal shoe! 

If there’s a vision or dream shoe, Nalebe has you covered.
With a variety of materials, crystals, heel heights, sizes, and
colors a brides dream shoe is easy to make. Step out wearing

something blue with a custom shoe.



Get in
Touch

www.nalebeofficial.com

Info@nalebeofficial.com

@Nalebe_official
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